




WE ARE POCOCK
We are as invested in our product as you are in your race. For over 100 years, Pocock Racing Shells has been building elite 
equipment and providing unparalleled service for America’s teams. We are craftsmen and innovators whose products and 

support are proven. See what it means to be part of the Pocock Team.
  



The xVIII exploits the capabilities of CAD design, composites engineering, and carbon fiber in ways that are entirely new to racing shell design and construction. 

The result:  A boat with the least amount of drag and more torsional and longitudinal stiffness than any racing shell that has come before. Period. 

Our goal has always been to create racing shells that are fast, functional works of industrial art. 

The xVIII is the pinnacle of that endeavor.



Every line in every direction of the xVIII hull is a pure conic section, creating an infinitely smooth single surface and the most hydrodynamically efficient shape possible. 

In contrast to traditional hulls with bulkheads supporting the seat deck, the xVIII’s individual seat decks are suspended on longitudinal water-tight flotation chambers. 

The chamber shape and volume increases rigidity, while also satisfying FISA safety requirements. 

Eliminating unnecessary seat deck and bulkhead material means more carbon fiber where it matters: back in the hull. Additionally, the geometry of the xDeck increases 

structural rigidity by mitigating twisting forces, just like a wing rigger. 

The xVIII L and XL hThe xVIII L and XL have the G7 carbon fiber wing rigger, while the xVIII S and M boast another world-first: the bow-mounted G8 wing. This carbon fiber wing was 

designed specifically for the xVIII S and M. The bow-mounted setup maximizes the transfer of athlete power into boat speed by reducing forces on the pin, specifically 

in twist and deflection.

The gains in longitudinal and torsional stiffness and the minimization of drag are irrefutable. 



Our sixth generation wing rigger, the G6, was released in 2013 with a sleek profile, increased stiffness and lower weight compared to its predecessor, the G5. This is our first 

carbon wing to offer the option of a slotted or fully adjustable round sill.

The weight saved in the G6 wing provided the opportunity to update and refine the Hypercarbon layup. The result was the Hypercarbon Comp V8. In addition to upgrades in the 

wing, there is more carbon in the hull where it matters most. The Comp has distinctive exposed carbon decks that demonstrate the care and attention to detail that go into every 

boat we build. 



The Hypercarbon V8 was a game changer the moment it hit the water in 1998, and it has been a mainstay of America’s top collegiate teams, junior programs and competitive 

clubs ever since. The V8 presented the rowing world with the first-ever carbon fiber wing rigger, a technology that has subsequently been adopted world-wide. The Hypercarbon 

V8 comes with either aluminum wings or the fully adjustable G5 carbon wing, offering 360 degrees of pin adjustment to accommodate the most exacting rigging specifications. 

The boat is at FISA weight with aluminum wing riggers. If you opt for the G5 wing there is a weight savings and increase in wing stiffness.   



The Comp K4+ follows in the footsteps of the Comp V8. The proven K4+ hull shape gets the 7th generation carbon wing. The G7 wing rigger is our most updated, lowest 

profile stern-mounted carbon wing with a slotted sill for simple, worry-free rigging. The weight savings from efficiencies in the wing design and construction allow for more 

carbon in the hull, providing increased stiffness and a boat with an exceptionally long competitive life. Like the Comp V8, the Comp K4+ has exposed carbon decks and rowing 

stations highlighting the care that goes into building every shell that goes out the door. 

The HypeThe Hypercarbon Comp K4+ is the boat of choice for America’s fastest collegiate crews, winning gold at both the 2019 NCAA and IRA National Championships.



America’s elite coxed four, with more NCAA and IRA medals and appearances than any other boat builder. If you row 4+s, why would you row anything else?  

The K4+ was designed to push the threshold of both rowablity and speed, while also providing a long competitive racing life. Offered with either an aluminum or G5 carbon wing 

rigger. The right rigger choice for you depends on the needs of your program and the rigging preferences of the coach. But, any way you rig it, this boat is the undisputed champion 

of coxed four racing in the USA. 

SSeamless rigger and parts adaptability with the K2-/x presents the opportunity to easily optimize sweep and sculling combinations in your fleet, as well as your rack space and budget.



The Hypercarbon K4-/x is ready to line up on race day, whether it is the National Championships, or seat racing for the 1V. Sweep and sculling rigger options 

include either aluminum or G5 carbon wings. Riggers as well as nearly all other parts for the K4-/x move seamlessly between the K2-/x and K4+, allowing for 

efficient and coherent boathouse equipment management. 



The Hypercarbon K2-/x is a smart addition to any fleet-oriented boathouse, as the cornerstone of a small-boat or sculling program, or for private ownership. With 

the same materials and geometry as both the V8 and K4, the K2 is light, stiff, responsive and fast. If you already have Hypercarbon boats in your boathouse, the 

transition between big boats and small boats is logical and consistent. Sweep and sculling riggers are available in an aluminum or G5 carbon wing.  





THE POCOCK DIFFERENCE
We are so confident in our craftsmen, process, and materials, that we are the only boatbuilder to offer a lifetime 
warranty on our shells. Not five years, not seven years. Quite simply, if your shell breaks and it's our fault, we will 
take care of it. We can sleep easy at night offering this level of protection to our customers because our boats just 
don’t break. 

We know Pocock is the best boat for America’s teams, and we will always do what we can to make racing a Pocock 
a reality for for your program. We offer leases, ProDeals and custom financing options built around the needs and 
realities of your boathouse. 

WWe are never more than a phone call away. For more information, contact Andrea Buch, Director of Sales at 
315-396-9076 or andrea@pocock.com.



Check out our all new parts store.  Quick order processing and overnight shipping as late as 7pm Eastern time.  
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